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Marquis Centennial Hills Post Acute Rehab
Christian Bondoc – COE 202 Section 1014

History and Purpose
of Service Site

• The Marquis Companies was
established in Portland in 1989
by Phil Fogg.
• Their Mission Statement is “To
promote the vitality within each
of our clients and staff
members.”
• This site offers various places to
volunteer and help at.

Community
Service Paradigm
• This site is a project service
paradigm.
• They “focus on defining
problems and their solutions and
implementing well-conceived
plans for achieving those
solutions” (Morton 21).

Social Issue

• The long term care industry is a billion dollar industry, with
the cost of care per individual ranging up to $90,000 per
year (Butler 1). Marquis is one of the many facilities in the
city equipped to help those that need it.
• “The social issue Marquis is addressing is the care of
elderly and recovering residents in the Facility. Many
residents develop depression or their conditions worsen
because of boredom.” – Christopher Bondoc, Activities
Assistant at Marquis Centennial Hills.

State of Social Issue and Ideal State
• The social issue is being actively worked on and addressed
by the site.
• When asked about an ideal state of the issue, “the need
for an activities program would probably not exist because
more people would be able to take care of their loved
ones at home.”

Experience at the Site

• At this site, I volunteered within the activities
section.
• I helped with daily morning routines and
activities with the residents.
• I often assisted with the transportation of
residents around the facility.
• Occasionally there would be events, and
parties that I would participate in and help
facilitate.
• This site was very welcoming and fun.

Service to Community
• Marquis offers many ways for
the community to get involved
• Volunteering is opening to the
public and many events are held
for both the residents and
volunteers.

Personal/ Professional
Learning
• While at this site, I was in
constant interaction with
medical professionals.
• I interacted with residents on a
daily basis and got to know them
personally.
• Being at this site pushed me out
of my comfort zone, and was a
first for me by volunteering at a
medical site.
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